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Abstract. Class A surface low prediction and correction has been a challenge in sheet metal forming applications. 

Based on virtual reflect line and virtual stoning simulation and full cycle simulation technology developed at FCA US 

LLC, the class A surface low correction is performed on multiple stamping applications. It is concluded that the 

newly developed method is the ice breaker for class A surface low correction in auto industry. 

1 Introduction  

Simulation technology has been widely applied in 

stamping industry to assist new product development and 

avoid design and manufacturing defects. Among those 
four defects, wrinkling and splitting can be successfully 

detected and resolved by simulations while surface low 

and dimensional defects remain difficult to be predicted 

and corrected accurately. In this paper, we only discuss 

the surface low defect caused by springback and how to 

predict and correct the defect. 

There are two methods to evaluate panel’s class A 

surface quality after stamping in the real world: reflect 

line and stoning. These two methods can also be applied 

in simulation [Ref. 1]. White light scanning technology 

has been widely applied in auto industry. Although the 
main application of white light scanning is for 

dimensional quality, its application in surface low quality 

evaluation is also explored in FCA US LLC group.  Even 

though great success has been achieved to predict and 

prevent surface low defects using advanced simulation 

technology, being able to consistently compensate, morph 

and correct the surface low defect remains a challenge for 

the industry. Over the past a few years, we have tried to 

use different methods and different software to 

compensate and morph the surface lows. We did 

successfully correct some of the defects but failed on 

others. Being able to consistently correct the surface low 
defects has been our objective.  

2 Virtual Reflect Line and Virtual Stoning  

The first step to develop and mature the technology for 

surface low defect correction is to develop a systematic 

method for correlation between virtual world and real 

world. Traditionally, the real world evaluation of class A 

surface low defects is performed by an experienced audit 
specialist. This is done on a stamped class A panel by 

physically using the reflect light and stoning the panel 

surface via the specialist’s visual inspection. This can be 

subjective in some cases [Figure 1, 2, 3 & 4].  

  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 1. Stoning the Class A Surface 

Figure 2. Class A Surface Reflect Line 
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Figure 3. Stoning on an Actual Stamped Panel 
 

  
 
Figure 4. Reflect Line on an Actual Stamped Panel 
 

With white light scanning technology, an objective 

and scientific evaluation of actual class A surface low 
defect can be achieved. When scanning is performed, 

uniform fine grids are collected from the stamped panel. 

The size of the scanning data is normally too big to 

handle for virtual reflect line and virtual stoning 

evaluation. Coarsening of the scan grids and meshes can 

be done with carefully selected parameters. A reflect line 

evaluation [Figure 5] and a virtual stoning [Figure 6] of 

an actual scan data have been performed and the results 
are shown. The evaluation needs to be done on scan data 

and design intent surface to see the differences and make 

better judgement of the surface low defect.   

 

 

 
 

 

With more discussion with our manufacturing quality 

department, we decided that the virtual stoning surface 

low needs a different measurement to reflect the ordinary 

customer’s judgement. Originally, we judged the surface 

low severity by the depth of the lows. We modified this 

approach and introduced a “surface low gradient”, as 
following: 

                                  G = D / L  (1) 

where G is the surface low gradient, D is the depth of the 

surface low and L is the span length of the surface low 

boundary in the stoning direction.  

For example, a 0.15mm depth of surface low in a 

50mm span can be a significant surface defect while a 

0.15mm depth of surface low in a 1000mm span is a 

negligible defect. As shown in Figure 7, a deep low in a 
big area of a hood outer (location A) is not a significant 

defect while a shallow low in a small area in a corner of a 

bodyside panel (location B)  is a defect needs to be 

corrected.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 Figure 5. Virtual Reflect Line on a Hood Panel Scan 
 

Figure 6. Virtual Stoning on a Hood Panel Scan 
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Figure 7. Virtual Stoning on Scan Data 
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3 Surface Low Predictions  

Prior to having an actual stamped panel and scan data, 

simulation predictions of surface low defects are needed 

to prevent and correct the defects. In FCA US LLC, we 

developed the technology to predict the surface low 

defects by both virtual reflect line and virtual stoning 

method using LS-Dyna and ETA/DynaForm. First, the 

class A surface from design is evaluated using virtual 
reflect line and virtual stoning to detect any “design 

intent imperfections”. These imperfections are then 

discussed with the designer to make sure that they are 

indeed “design intent” and aesthetic appearance is 

acceptable. After that, the stamping process is simulated 

using LS-Dyna to include blanking, drawing, trimming, 

reforming and springback. The virtual reflect line and 

virtual stoning are performed on the finished panel after 
springback using ETA/DynaForm. Comparison is then to 

be done between design intent and the simulated results 

after stamping. Any defect will be detected with the side-

by-side comparison. 

It is noted that the virtual reflect line evaluation can 

be somewhat subjective while virtual stoning is more 

scientific and objective.  

An example is shown in Figure 8. A stamped door 
panel is shown with virtual reflect line and virtual stoning 

for design intent and simulated panel after stamping.     

  

 

 

4 Surface Low Corrections  

In this paper, an example is shown with iterations of 

corrections of surface low defects on an aluminium door 
outer.  

We used virtual stoning as our main tool to evaluate 

the effectiveness of corrections due to above mentioned 

reason. The baseline evaluation is shown in iteration 0 in 

Figure 9. The focus in this exercise is to correct the 

surface lows around the door handle area. 

The first attempt to correct the surface low defect is to 
modify the process by introducing a toggle in draw bar to 

increase the panel stretch. This attempt failed to achieve 

the objective as shown in Figure 9, iteration 1. The next 

attempt (iteration 2) is to increase the door handle pocket 

section radii. Some improvement is achieved after 

iteration 2. After iteration 2, a springback compensation 

loop is performed [Reference 2]. The compensated mesh 

is then used to morph the class A surface using 

OMNICAD [Reference 3]. This morphed class A surface 

becomes our manufacturing surface. It is re-simulated 

and the morphed surface is also used to cut the die for 

manufacturing. It is proved that the defect free surface 
quality is achieved in simulation while much improved 

surface quality is obtained in real world [Figure 10]. 

  
   Figure 9. Iterations to correct the defect 
 

 
Figure 10. Quality Report on the Stamped Panel 
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Figure 8. Simulation, a Door Panel 


